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NOTE FOR THE FILE

No precise date has been set for the opening of the

Madrid Review Conference, but it is generally assumed to
&t

start around 20 November 1980. The representation will

be at the ambassadorial level with special accreditation.

The Secretary-General attended the Helsinki Conference

and was represented at the 1975 Belgrade Review Conference

by the Head of the Geneva office who read a message on his

behalf. Also Mr. Stanovnik of ECE attended. Small-scale

interim conferences were held during the past five years,

the last one in Malta in 1979. The Secretary-General did

send short messages to these meetings.

I requested Mr. James Sutterlin to draft a message

for the Secretary-General's consideration. We agreed that

the length should be about two pages. He will also prepare

a summary of the statements referring to the forthcoming

Madrid meeting which were made during the Assembly's General

Debate.

A. Knippenberg-Uther/ms

21 October 1980



20 October 1980 /?/>,
///, te

Madrid's meeting will have a special
significance this year in view of the
international climate. Therefore, it would
be very important for you to send an impressive
message to the gathering of European foreign
ministers. During the general debate a number
of heads of delegations referred to detente
and the forthcoming meeting in Madrid.

I think it would be very useful for
someone to study the addresses of the heads
of delegations and accordingly prepare your

! message to be sent to Madrid. *~ »•• r--.-„. ,-,,— T»

Rudolf Stajduhar
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Letter dated 23 October 1980 from the Permanent Representative
of Poland to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-

General

Upon the instructions of my Government, I have the honour to transmit to you
the communique of the Meeting of the Committee of the Ministers for Foreign Affairs
of the States Parties to the Warsaw Treaty, held at Warsaw on 19 and
20 October 1980.

I should be grateful if you would have the communique circulated as an
official document of the General Assembly, und.er agenda items ^8 and 50, and
of the Security Council.

(Signed) Ryszard FRELEK
Ambassador
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I should be grateful if you..would have the communique circulated as an
official document of the General Assembly., under agenda items hQ and 50, and
of the Security Council.

(Signed) Ryszard FRELEK
Ambassador
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29 October 1980

Mikhail D. Sytenko, Under-Secret
for Political and Security Council'''Affairs

Comments during the General Debate on the Madrid CSCE Meetinc

All the signatory States of the Helsinki Final Act

who are UN members commented during the General Debate of

the 35th session of the General Assembly on the Review CSCE

Conference which is to begin in Madrid on 11 November.

Attitudes were generally constructive. There was, however,

considerable difference of emphasis among the speakers.

Many Western countries pointed to the negative effect which

developments outside of Europe, especially in Afghanistan,

had on the CSCE process. They emphasized the necessity,

in the words of the Netherlands Foreign Minister, "for a

frank and businesslike discussion on the full implementation

of the provisions of the Final Act" including a review of

compliance thus far by signatory States. Members of the

Warsaw Treaty tended to emphasize the continuing progress

of detente in Europe and the role which the Madrid Conference

can play in determining further measures to strengthen mutually

advantageous cooperation.

The possibility of a conference on European disarmament,

while accepted by all, was also dealt with differently by

NATO and Warsaw Treaty countries. Sweden, in noting this,

said that the Western countries "had stressed primarily the

importance of obtaining far-reaching confidence-building

measures and, with reference to arms limitations, had tended

to refer to ongoing negotiations in existing fora. The Warsaw

Treaty countries seemed, on the other hand, to wish to discuss

limitations on nuclear and conventional weapons and disarmament
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in more general and political terms." Poland, for example,

suggested that there is an urgent need to elaborate a satisfactory

negotiating formula concerning "military detente" and disarmament

in Europe. This did not seem to preclude the possibility that

confidence-building measures could be dealt with first and

broader measures subsequently.

Comment on the Madrid Conference by non-European States

was sparse. Egypt and Morocco, both of whcmparticipate as

Mediterranean guests in the CSCE Conferences, spoke of the

need for a greater role at the Madrid meeting for non-European

Mediterranean countries. Mexico, Mongolia and Venezuela also

referred to Madrid, with Venezuela making the only really

negative comment. The Venezuelan Foreign Minister said that

the international community knows that since the Helsinki Final

Act was signed, there has not been one moment without specific

reports from all sides of a lack of compliance with that document.

A summary of all statements made during the General Debate

relevant to the Madrid Conference is attached.



23 October 1980

SUMMARY-OF COMMENTS MADS BI TEE GE3ERAL DEBATE 017

CSCE MADRID MEETIITG

*

I. Comments by States participating in the CSCS

AUSTRIA

(A/35/PV.20, p. 17-13)

Non-alignment has "become a dynamic force in international relations

and a catalyst in solving important international problems. It has

contributed to the development of a feeling of responsibility for global
- —issues among.States, large and small, ilon-alignment is a stabilizing

element in international politics and the non-aligned States have a

special role to play in a period of increasing tension. Opportunities

for co-operation do exist between non-aligned and neutral countries, both

on the global level of the United Nations as veil as regionally, as for

instance within the framework of the Conference on Security and Co-operation

in Europe.

Austria expects the CSCE follow-up conference, to be held in Madrid,

to recall forcefully the obligations undertaken in the Final Act of Helsinki

and to lend the process of detente the impetus it so urgently needs in

this time of heightening tensions. The events of this year have demonstrated

more clearly than ever before that detente has to be universal. It has

become truly indivisible. Even if one wanted to limit it to certain

regions, in today's age of interdependence that would be impossible.

BELGIUM

,,,... . . . (A/35/PV.12, p . U4-lo)

Belgium attaches special importance to negotiations on medium-range

.nuclear weapons in Europe and welcomes the Soviet-US preparatory talks on

this nroblem. Belgium also stressed its initiative relating to encouraging

^regional disarmament and arms control, —

BULGARIA

(A/35/FV.12, p. 5^-55)

Within the European context, Bulgaria attaches primary importance

to the following questions:' the successful holding of the CSCE follow-up
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meeting in Madrid, at which a decision should̂ 'be taken to convene a

conference on military detente and disarmament in Europe; the immediate

initiation of talks on medium-range nuclear missiles in the European

continent in organic link with the forward-based American nuclear

weapons; and the attainment of an agreement on the mutual reduction of

armed forces and armaments in central Europe, real prospects for which

are created "by the most recent constructive proposals of the socialist

countries.

BYELORUSSIAN SSR

- . - - . . _ . . . - (A/35/PV.29, p. 36}

A little over two months, ago we marked the fifth anniversary of

the Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe, which adopted a

Final Act constituting a major . event in the history of post-war Europe

and opening up broad prospects for the peaceful development of the

continent .

Our task now is to see to it that every State Party to the Conference

observes the Final Act in all its parts and is ready to participate

constructively in the Madrid meeting and conclude it with important results,

as well as to ensure the convening of a conference on military detente

and disarmament in Europe, which was proposed last year by the States of ____

the Warsaw Treaty.

. . . - . - - . . . _ - . • - • . , - CYPRUS

(A/35/PV.20, p. 57)

¥ithin the general framework of efforts for the promotion of detente,

co-operation among States and international security, of outstanding
>_•

importance is the second follow-up Conference on Security and Co-operation

; in Europe, the preparatory phase of which is currently in session in Madrid.

Cyprus, together with the other non-aligned and neutral European States,

:will be at pains to bring about a positive outcome of the deliberations

in Madrid. Cyprus believes that the implementation of the provisions of

the Helsinki Final Act will be instrumental in the strengthening of peace,

security and co-operation in Europe, the Mediterranean and the rest of the

world . . ̂
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CZECHOSLOVAKIA

(A/35/PV.18, p. 68-TO)

Czechoslovakia expects that a positive role in promoting detente

and disarmament in Europe vill be played by the Madrid meeting of States

participants in the Helsinki Conference. In a diligent and constructive

atmosphere, it should help to strengthen confidence, security and mutually

advantageous co-operation, in keeping with the Final Act. And above all,

it should play a part in the decision to convene a conference on military

detente and disarmament in Europe.

DEHMARIC

(A/35/PV.7, P- 57-60)

The challenge to East-West relations posed by the Soviet invasion

of Afghanistan presents a very real and significant problem. It is

imperative that all efforts be devoted to preserving what is realistically

possible of the achievements of the 1970s, and especially the practice

of East-West contacts and dialogue, which has become part of everyday

life. Arms control and the process of the Conference on Security and

Co-operation in Europe are examples of areas in which it should be in

the interest of both sides to secure detente based on a genuine two-way

process. We must concentrate our efforts on continuing this East -West

dialogue .

FIIJLAI-ID

(A/35/PV.5, P- 31)

Finland has invested much political will in trying to work for the

goals of the United Nations. Those universally proclaimed goals can

best be served in an atmosphere of confidence and co-operation. That has

.been our experience, particularly in Europe. For the peoples of Europe,

the benefits of detente are so tangible, both politically and materially,
• .ir« .;---t;sy. • • . -

that they will not be easily abandoned. The efforts not only to preserve

but to enhance the results of detente on the basis of the Helsinki Final

Act must therefore continue. The CSCE follow-up meeting in Madrid is of

utmost importance in the light of the present international situation.

That meeting can lead to concrete and constructive results aimed at

strengthening the continuity and vitality of the whole process of the
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CSCE, thus increasing confidence and reducing"tensions.

The security of Europe is today faced with serious challenges.

Finland therefore welcomes the various initiatives which clearly

demonstrate an increased willingness to promote arsis control and

disarmament in Europe. For its ovn part, Finland last year outlined in

the United Nations an initiative aimed at examining whether a special

disarmament programme for Europe should "be worked out. Subsequently

that matter was pursued in consultations between Finland and other

States of Europe and Horth America. Finland now looks forward to

important decisions in Madrid reflecting the widely felt need for a

comprehensive approach to disarmament in Europe.

FRANCE

(A/35/PV.3, p. U8)

The crisis in Afghanistan also has other implications. One has

only to look at its consequences in East-West relations. The course

of detente has changed for the worse and momentum has been lost. A

shadow has fallen over the future of the Madrid Conference; efforts

toward disarmament are at a standstill in some places and have been

interrupted in others.

GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC

(A/35/PV.12, p. 21)

Global and regional measures to strengthen international security

are closely interrelated. That interrelationship also explains the

world-wide interest in the forthcoming meeting in Madrid of the States

Parties to the CSCE. The GDR is working jointly with the other socialist

countries to ensure that the meeting will above all encourage concrete

moves to add military detente to political detente. One move of this

kind should be the convening of a European disarmament conference.

GERMAITY, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF

(A/35/PV.8, p. 29-33)

The Federal Republic of Germany attaches great importance to the

multilateral process of detente in Europe. At the Madrid follow-up

conference of the CSCE ve shall discuss the implementation of the
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Helsinki Final Act in all its parts in a sincere and realistic manner,

"but we shall also talk about vhat remains to be done. ¥e want to achieve
>

even progress in all fields. The Conference should be neither a tribunal

nor a f orum for empty rhetoric . In the economic field we advocate an

East-West conference on energy, and in the field of human relations we

urge the solution of humanitarian problems, the fostering of contacts

between people in East and West and a wider exchange of information.

Considering the importance which the Madrid Conference holds for the

future, we hope that all participating- States will, by their policies,

make it possible to achieve progress.

The Madrid foliov-up meeting to the CSCE should decide on the

establishment of a European conference on disarmament with the clear

mandate of agreeing on confidence-building measure valid for the whole

of Europe, from the Atlantic Ocean to the Urals. Confidence is indivisible,

also, in geographic terms. The achievement of concrete results in the

Vienna negotiations on mutual and balanced force reductions in central

Europe can also help to stabilise the situation in Europe.

The signatory States of the Helsinki Final Act expressly declared

their intention not only to base their relations with one another on the

principles embodied in the Final Act, which include the renunciation of

force and respect for equality of rights and for the right of nations

to self-determination, but also to conduct their relations with other

States in the spirit of those principles. Accordingly, the Federal

Republic of Germany and France, in their joint declaration of 5 February 1900,

described as unacceptable the Soviet military intervention in Afghanistan

and stated clearly that detente would not be able to withstand another

"blow of that kind.

GREECE
- -•

(A/35/PV.1U, p. 28)

Greece's willingness to contribute to under standing among all

European peoples has been manifested in the constructive attitude it

adopted in the very opening phases of the CSCE. It is in the sane positive

spirit that Greece approaches the Madrid meeting, the major objective of

which should be to maintain the momentum provided by the Helsinki
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Conference for the development of harmonious relations among countries

belonging to different socio-economic systems. But in the view of the

Greek Government it will be easier to attain that objective if in Madrid

we undertake a frank and objective examination of what has been done

so far and if we ensure the application of the provisions of the Final

Act of the Conference as a whole.

EU1IGARY

(A/35/PV.31, p. 27)

Hungary continues to pay particular attention to the cause of

security and co-operation in Europe. It is consistently striving to

develop its relations with all countries of the region on the basis of

the Helsinki Final Act and is guided by the spirit thereof in preparing

for the Madrid meeting of representatives of the signatory States. In

the course of preparatory work for that meeting, Hungarian diplomacy

has, through bilateral channels, made several new proposals designed to

strengthen confidence and co-operation among the peoples of Europe.

The Madrid meeting should focus attention on questions of common interest.

It is inadmissible that certain Western circles should again try to use

that forum for a propaganda campaign against the socialist countries and

to aggravate the situation, even though some evidence of this is already

available. The interests of the peoples of the countries signatories to

the Final Act of Helsinki would not be served if scope was left in Madrid

for unbridled mud-slinging -and accusations in connexion with matters

that are not within the competence of that Conference. What is needed

is a constructive spirit and forward-oriented proposals.

Hungary, acting in keeping with its national interests, is doing

its utmost to ensure the implementation of the proposals made by the

Warsaw Treaty countries for the continuation of the process of security

and co-operation in Europe. The chancas of a successful outcome of the

Madrid meeting would be greatly enhanced if the meeting decided to convene

a conference on military detente and disarmament in Europe and determined

its date and procedure and the agenda for the first phase. Such a decision

would have a favourable impact on the atmosphere in all disarmament

forums.



ICELAiTD

. . (A/35/PV.5, P. 6-10)

The situation in Afghanistan has been the major cause of cooler

relations and increased tension between East and West, although other

events have no doubt also had their influence. The policy of detente

in Europe, which had its origin in the latter part of the 1960s and was

formalized by the Final Act of the Helsinki Conference in 1975, has

certainly taken a step backward. Nevertheless, there is no acceptable

alternative to detente.

A few days ago there was convened-in Madrid the Preparatory Meeting

for the second follow-up to the CSCS Final Act, signed in Helsinki. It

is of the greatest importance that that Conference succeed in reawakening

as much as possible the co-operative will and trust which was originally

the basis for the Helsinki Final Act. Iceland hopes that all participants

in the Madrid Conference try earnestly to regain what has been lost

recently and prove their good intentions by making an extra effort.

IRELAND

(A/35/PV.17, ?. 7U-75)

Another heartening development in recent years has been the growth

of co-operation in many fields among groups of States on a regional basis.

In Europe the CSCE process, if sustained and developed, can be of particular

significance in reaching towards world peace and is a practical example

of regional co-operation within Europe from the Atlantic to the Urals.

However, despite these achievements, the past year has not been a hopeful

one for all those who believe in the development of an international

society in which peace and security should be maintained by international

'..agreement and disputes settled by peaceful means and through negotiation.

The 1980s, which promised to be a decade of political and economic
, '•

negotiation and co-operation, unfortunately threaten to be one of conflict

and confrontation. Detente is threatened by new and growing tensions,

and there is a danger that the fragile achievements in the area of arms

control and disarmament may be swept aside in a new round of the arms race.
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ITALY

(A/35/1"/. 7, ?. 87)

The serious events in Afghanistan and their negative repercussions

on the general situation have shown that detente can only be global and

indivisible and that every attempt to reduce it to a regional or sectoral

phenomenon may initiate a process which threatens to make it. reversible.

There is clearly a need for the full re -establishment of detente and for

a political solution to the Afghan problem. Certainly, in Europe the

process of detente has now been under 3/ay for years and the path of

detente has been made easier vith the help of mechanisms at the regional

level, such as the meetings which the Helsinki Final Act provided for as

a follow-up to the CSCE. In Madrid, where the preparatory meetings are

already in progress, Italy will participate in a constructive spirit in

the review of the implementation of the Helsinki ^revisions and in the

efforts to make further progress towards security and co-operation among

the 35 participating countries. Italy will do so in the knowledge that

only a serious and detailed exchange of ideas can lay the foundation for

the recovery of detente in. a situation adversely influenced by repeated

violations of human rights by certain countries and by the serious events

in Afghanistan.

LUXEMBOURG (on behalf of the European
Community )

A/35/PV.6, p. 7-3) •

The Nine remain committed to detente, which they consider as global

and indivisible. The events in. Afghanistan, as well as the repeated

violations of human rights by certain countries, have inevitably had a

negative effect on the situation of detente and, therefore, on the CSCE

process, vhich the Jline continue to consider extremely important. The

Madrid meeting, a new stage in this process after that in Belgrade in

1977-1 978 5 is going to begin its work in an international climate which,

unfortunately, will be far from propitious. This fact will not, of

course, discourage the Nine from doing everything in their power to

contribute to its success, which will depend on the following two

conditions: all signatory States must be ready to participate in a

frank and profound discussion of the resnect accorded the rsrinciDles of



the Final Act and the implementation of its provisions; these same

States must also demonstrate genuine political will to take part in the

examination of proposals designed to improve concretely and substantially

the application of the provisions of all the baskets of the Final Act.

MALTA

(A/35/PV.28, ?. 29)

Malta will be declared a neutral State and shall actively pursue

peace, security and social progress among all nations by adhering to a

policy of non-alignment and by refusing to participate in any military

alliance. Malta's constant objective will then be to seek resolutely

to increase the sectors of co-operation among Mediterranean countries.

It has maintained regular contact with all those countries and has

sensibly sought to bring them together in preparation for the CSCS

Madrid meeting, of which the Mediterranean is among the most sensitive

components. Malta is strenuously striving to make the dialogue that

has been initiated something more permanent, more representative and more

action-oriented and to give all Mediterranean countries a better role

in the process, since Mediterranean issues can be discussed productively

only on the basis of adequate participation by all concerned. There can

be little prospect of easing tension in that sensitive region until some

adequate mechanism is devised for planning and executing agreed programmes

between the largest possible number of interested countries. Otherwise,

the present tension and division will deteriorate even further and the

concept of the Mediterranean as a zone of peace and co-operation will

become more difficult to achieve.

ITETHEELAKDS

""" " ' :' (A/35/PV.10, p.12)

. East-West relations are under stress as a result of developments

in South-West and South-East Asia. They are also affected by the

continued Soviet military build-up. The Netherlands hopes that the

CSCE follow-up meeting in Madrid will contribute to the lessening of

East-West tensions. The Helsinki Final Act is a code of conduct, a set

of ground rules for multilateral and bilateral relations between States,

as well as between States and private citizens. In Madrid a frank and
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businesslike discussion should take place on the full implementation of

the provisions of the Final Act. In such conditions it will be necessary
*

to discuss negative developments, such as those in the human rights

sphere. Only in that spirit can the aim of the Conference "be fulfilled.

Confidence-building and other measures should be agreed upon in the

interests of peace, security and stability in the vorld. The Netherlands

will endeavour to arrive at meaningful confidence— building measures for

the whole of Europe which should go beyond mere declarations of intent.

The growing tensions in the world compel us to pay special attention to

effective measures aimed at disarmament and arms control and the curtailing

of arms traffic.

NORWAY

(A/35/PV.5, P. 19-20)

In the effort to attain a more secure world, the regional approach

might also be a constructive one. Europe, for instance, is divided

between East and West, and much of the world's armament is concentrated

in this region. This autumn. 35 countries are meeting in Madrid in a

follov-up Conference on the Helsinki Final Act on Security and Co-operation

in Europe. Increased co-operation, openness and confidence-building in

Europe vill add a measure of stability to the entire international community.

All States will benefit from such stability. It is of particular importance

to amplify and expand the system of confidence-building measures so as

to shorten the shadows cast over the political landscape in Europe by

military activity. ..

Furthermore, ITorvay supports the convening of a conference on

disarmament in Europe to consider in its first phase more binding

confidence-building measures applicable to the whole continent of Europe.

It considers such efforts complementary to the Vienna negotiations on
•'•

mutual and balanced force reductions in Central Europe. The time is now

long overdue to get those negotiations off the ground. It should be

possible to conclude a first-phase agreement in Vienna now, if there

is the political will to remove the remaining obstacles.
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POLAN3

(A/35/?1/.10, p. 23-23)

The positive impact upon European relations of the process of

constructive transformations between East and ¥est, especially in the

past decade, can hardly be denied. The signatories of the CSCE Final

Act can be credited with important accomplishments in peaceful

co-operation.

Poland was one of the initiators of this process and has been

fully involved in the action to ensure its success. Basing itself

upon the historic Final Act of Helsinki, Poland has further developed

the dialogue and co-operation with its signatories — all European States,

the United States and Canada. Poland will follow this course consistently.

Considering the realities of the situation now obtaining on the

European continent, Poland believes there is urgent need to elaborate a

satisfactory negotiating formula concerning military detente and

disarmament. This could be made possible by taking up and developing

the idea of a conference on military detente and disarmament in Europe,

which has been advanced by the States Parties to the Warsaw Treaty. Such

a conference should agree upon confidence-building measures and subsequently

lead to a reduction of military confrontation and a limitation of military

activities in that important part of the world which has the greatest

accumulation of dangerous weapons. In reiterating early this year the

proposal to convene the conference, Poland offered to act as host to it

in its capital. Poland will seek a decision during the Madrid meeting

which will make impossible to convene such a conference in the shortest

possible time.

PORTUGAL

(A/35/FV.31, p. Ul)

Detente is in essence global and indivisible, as is in fact laid

down in the Final Act of Helsinki: global, because the States participating

in the CSCE have the duty to respect its Final Act even in their relations

with non-signatory States; indivisible, because, since detente is based

on mutual trust, it is not possible to appear to adhere to it in some

areas while violating it in others. Detente is indeed a dynamic process

nurtured by the proper attitude of States and, for that reason, susceptible
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to both progress and retrogression. In this respect, the position -which

Portugal upholds is and will continue to "be during the CSCS meeting in

Madrid that all the participating States should show their sincere

support for detente, not through mere declarations of intent, "but through

clear attitudes and concrete actions. For without a climate of mutual

confidence, true detente will never be possible.

ROMANIA

(A/35/PV.10, p. U1-U2)

The Helsinki Conference and the Final Act adopted five years ago

opened new prospects for security and co-operation in Europe. Unfortunately,

subsequent developments in Europe have not lived up to the expectations

of peoples; in the past five years the arms race has continued and

intensified, and foreign troops and military "bases are still stationed

on the territories of many States on the continent. Tvo opposing military

"blocs are facing each other in Europe, which is indeed the main arena from

which a new devastating world war could break out. Romania, like other

European States, has a vital interest in putting an end to the deployment

on the continent of new medium-range nuclear missiles. For this reason,

Romania strongly supports the opening of negotiations on this issue.

Attaching great importance to the careful preparation of the Madrid

meeting-, Romania is endeavouring to ensure that that meeting will give

a new and strong impetus to the policy of detente and to the implementation

in full of the documents signed in Helsinki, reaffirm the principles

contained in the Final Act, agree on the convening of a European conference

on the strengthening of trust and disarmament, adopt measures aimed at

"expanding co-operation in various fields such as energy, transport, the

environment and industrial co-operation, as well as in the fields of cultural

and artistic exchanges, and at the same time reach an agreement to ensure

the continuity of meetings dealing with European security. Romania is

striving for the development of bilateral and multilateral co-operation

among the Balkan States and for the transformation of the Balkans into a

region of peace, good-neighbourliness and confidence, into a zone free of

nuclear weapons, as an integral part of the efforts to foster detente

and European security.
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SPAIN

(A/35/PV.U, p. Uo-Ul, U6)

Spain, which "oecause of its geography, its history and its culture

"belongs to the Western world, maintains close solidarity with the West

in defence of the values and principles held by some nations, which

consider freedom, justice and a democratic, pluralist fora of government

to be the very foundation of their co-existence — a foundation which

has recently been recovered in our country. It is up to Spain and only

Spain in accordance with the Chart er_ of the United Nations, the Helsinki

Final Act and its own constitutional rules to decide on the future course -'~

of that solidarity. Among other things it will further include the

search for detente, which Spain regards as essential to overcome the

present difficulties in international relations. In this connexion the

Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe, whose preparations

have "begun in Madrid, offers an opportunity that cannot be overlooked to

create conditions making it possible to re-establish confidence and make

progress towards dialogue, co-operation ana better understanding between

East and West.

Throughout the Mediterranean area there is still a long way to go,

not only to deepen and broaden co-operation among the coastal States but

also to give a new dimension to our approach to the problem of security which,

as stated in the Helsinki Final Act, is closely linked to the security

of Europe.

SWEDEN

(A/35/PV.7, p. 91-92)
• - . - . . •

. Western countries have primarily stressed the importance of obtaining

far-reaching confidence-building measures. As for arms limitations,

they have tended to refer to ongoing negotiations in existing ftJrums.

The Soviet Union and other Warsaw Pact countries wish to discuss limitations

on nuclear and conventional weapons and disarmament in more general and

political terms. The importance of those differences of opinion on what

purpose the conference is to se^ve should not be underestimated.

Nevertheless we do have -to find a compromise. The Madrid Conference on

Security and Co-operation in Europe could be the forun used for laying

the groundwork for such a conroromise. A uossible basis for a ccGroromise
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would be to allow for different tine-scales for different disarmament

measures.

Sveden would like to have the Madrid meeting decide on certain

confidence-building measures and formulate a concrete and precise mandate

for a. European disarmament conference. The first phase of such a conference

should aim at agreement on further and considerably more substantial

confidence-building measures. A mandate adopted in Madrid should also

deal vith limitations of conventional and nuclear arris to be discussed

as soon as sufficient progress has been made in the negotiations in other

forums concerning troop reductions and limitations of strategic and

theatre nuclear weapons. Thus even if actual negotiations take placa

in other bodies, a European disarmament conference would play a significant

role by monitoring the state of negotiations on conventional and nuclear

arms. The purpose of the conference should be to establish a system where

all the nations concerned can state their views on how European disarmament

should be achieved and put pressure on those which bear the main responsi-

bility for the arms race. If that formula is adopted, a European disarmament

conference would naturally unfold in consecutive phases, each dealing with

the measures which seem realistic at the time. That would give room for

stock-taking and for formulating new objectives appropriate for later

stages. Let us go forward step by step but never lose sight of the final

goal: a Europe where the nuclear threat has receded and stability and

confidence reign.

TURKEY

A/35/PV.19, P.3)

In Europe, Turkey remains truly devoted to the process of detente.

Yet it recognizes that that process can only remain viable in a climate

of mutual confidence and it regrets that that climate has deteriorated

seriously as a result of events taking place outside Europe. It has

indeed proved impossible to confine detente to one geographical area.

Detente by its very nature is indivisible. All countries should therefore

act in recognition of that fact and make their contribution to the removal

of impediments to the relaxation of tension and restore the process to

its previous vitality and dynamism. We should consistently be guided by

the awareness that there is no alternative to detente as the basis of a
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stable peace. In that context ve are convinced that the Conference on

Security and Co-operation in Europe should fulfil an important role

in the process of detente and in the conduct of relations among European

countries. Turkey hopes that the Madrid Conference, scheduled for

November, will constitute a useful step on the path towards the

reinforcement of the CSCE process.

UKRAINIAN SSR

(A/35/PV.22, p. 59-60)

The Ukrainian SSR attaches paramount importance to strengthening

security in Europe. In recent years there have been extensive and

strenuous efforts to implement agreements reached at the Helsinki

Conference. The USSR and countries of the socialist community are playing

an active role here. The basic approach they take in European affairs

and vorld politics as a whole is to continue and deepen detente, to

strengthen it by effective measures in the field of military detente

and to develop equal co-operation and strengthen security. A specific

example is the Soviet proposal to start talks on limiting medium-range

nuclear missile arms in Europe simultaneously with and in organic

relationship to the question of United States forward-based nuclear

systems in the region. Much remains to be done to ensure stable peace and

security in Europe. It is important that'the forthcoming Madrid meeting

of the participants in the Helsinki Conference be held in a constructive

spirit and be crowned with positive results and that a conference be

convened on military detente and disarmament in Europe.

USSR

(A/35/PV.6, ?. 56-57)

The danger of war could also be reduced in no small measure by the

limitation and cessation of the arms race in particular geographical

areas as well. That applies first of all to Europe. Developments in

Europe have always had a most significant impact on the state of world

affairs. The Soviet Union, like other countries of the socialist

community, is seeking to ensure a steady continuation of the process

initiated by the European Conference and compliance with all the provisions

and principles of the Final Act adopted by that forum.
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In the series of proposals made "by the socialist countries vith

regard, to Europe, a prominent place "belongs to the initiative for the

conclusion by all States participants in the European Conference of a

treaty on the non-first-use of either nuclear or conventional arms.

The socialist countries have taken steps, some of them quite recently,

which provide a solid basis for reaching agreement at the Vienna talks

on the mutual reduction of armed forces and armaments in Central

Europe.

The holding of a conference on'military detente and disarmament in

Europe is a matter of paramount importance. The Soviet Union expresses

the hope that all States concerned will contribute to the realization of

this idea. A significant role in achieving general agreement on the

convocation and the subject matter of the conference is to be played

by the Madrid meeting of representatives of States participants in the

European Conference. The USSR wishes the meeting to be businesslike and

to be crowned vith positive results on all sections of the Helsinki Final

Act. It urges other countries to display the same constructive approach

to the Madrid meeting.

UNITED KINGDOM

(A/35/PV.7, ?. 12)

The United Kingdom remains committed too to the undertakings it

gave in 1975 under the CSCE Final Act. It believes that the CSCE process

can and should play a valuable role in the management of international

relations in Europe. But popular faith in this process has been shaken

by the actions of the Soviet Union, not least its invasion of Afghanistan,

which violated at a stroke all the principles of the Final Act. The

United Kingdom approaches the CSCS review meeting, due to begin in Madrid

in November, determined, first, to conduct a thoroughgoing review of the

way in which the Final Act has been implemented and, second, to examine

proposals for its future development.
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UNITED STATES

(A/35/F7.U, p. 32}

The United States is prepared to'develop further the security

aspects of the Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe. If

the international situation permits and if there is "balanced progress

in all areas at the CSCE Review Conference in Madrid, including the human

rights area, the United States is prepared to consider a post-Madrid

European conference of the CSCE signatory States on developing militarily

significant confidence-building measures.

YUGOSLAVIA '

(A/35/PV.3, p. 72)

Yugoslavia emphasizes its conviction that the policy of non-alignment

is a universal concept vhose spirit and basic values can also be

successfully applied to intra-European relations and co-operation.

The maintenance of a bloc approach to the decisions of the Helsinki

Conference would amount to a lasting endorsement of the division of

Europe, with grave consequences for the whole world. Therefore, the

time has come vhen the bloc concept of detente, which to a certain extent

is prevalent in Europe, must increasingly evolve into genuine all-European

detente. The neutral and non-aligned countries of Europe can play a

significant role in the strengthening of this process. Yugoslavia hopes

that the CSCS Madrid meeting will successfully overcome all obstacles.

Europe cannot keep peace for itself and close its eyes "to "hat is

happening in the rest of the world. It cannot ensure its economic progress

without contributing to the solution of the economic problems of the

world. It cannot successfully control armaments on its own soil, if

it does not contribute to the process of general and complete disarmament.

There can be no lasting relaxation of tensions in Europe in the absence

.of solutions to crises on other continents.
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II. Comments by non-European States invited to the CSCS

EGYPT

(A/35/P7.16, p. 21)

As a littoral State of the Mediterranean Sea, Egypt is closely

following, in conjunction with efforts undertaken within the context of

European security, the effects of the serious international developments

on the security of the States in the region. Egypt therefore urges a

greater role at the forthcoming Madridjaeeting on Security and Co-operation

in Europe for the non-European Mediterranean States so that those States

may present and "be able to discuss their" security problems, thereby

protecting their legitimate interests in the face of the ongoing rivalries

and in order that no international agreements should be concluded without

their active participation.

MOROCCO

(A/35/PV.23, ?. U7)

In a few weeks the Conference on Security and Co-operation in

Europe will convene in Madrid. Morocco wishes member States all success

in their efforts effectively to ensure security for their continent and

to organize fruitful and sincere co-operation among themselves. But we

cannot reasonably conceive of the consolidation of peace and security in

Europe as long as the Mediterranean basin is beset by conflicts. This is

why Morocco is greatly interested in being invited to this conference

to express its views on co-operation with Europe and its concern about

the indivisible security of the whole of the region. Because of its

geographical position in the Mediterranean basin, Morocco has special

responsibilities with regard to the historic role of the Strait of Gibraltar.
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III. Comments by other States

MEXICO

(A/35/PV.13, P- 3-5)

The international situation has worsened, considerably in the past

year and a half. Ilew dangerous international hotbeds of tension have

appeared, threatening peace in the Persian Gulf, Afghanistan, Central

America and the Caribbean, the Middle East, South-East Asia and even

Europe, where the situation had been stable for several years. It has

so far been possible to prevent internal crises from degenerating into

international conflicts or the latter from becoming generalized even

though all these crises are fraught with serious dangers. The most

serious aspect of this situation is that it has led to a new climate

of tension and antagonism and of attitudes that can be termed hostile

and even belligerent. This new climate has brought about not only a halt

to, but also a clear reversal of the process of detente, which had steadily

gained strength during the last two decades.

Relations among European countries had become stable, especially

since the normalization of relations between the Federal Republic of

C-emany, on the one hand, and the German Democratic Republic and the other

countries of Eastern Europe, on the other, so much so that active and

fruitful co-operation in all areas had been initiated in that region, one

which only a few years earlier had been the most dangerous centre of

tension. It would seem that an objective basis for peace, reconciliation

and security had been established, one which was specifically embodied in

the Helsinki Final Act, which led to prospects of broader co-operation

and even a reversal in the stockpiling of weapons in Central Europe.
*A

MONGOLIA

(A/35/PV.13, p. ̂ 7) ~~

In the field of political measures, the States members of the Warsaw

Treaty have proposed the convening of a conference on military detente

and disarmament in Zurope. They have also put forward concrete proposals

aimed at making the forthcoming Madrid meeting a success, so that its

outcome will confirm and develop in practice the provisions of the Final

Act of the Helsinki Conference. In its statement of 20 May this year,
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the Mongolian Government fully supported these initiatives as a nev

constructive contribution to the cause of strengthening peace and.

security and developing international co-operation in Europe and

throughout the world.

VENEZUELA - -

(A/35/PV.U, p. 76-77)

Five years after the European Conference on Security and

Co-operation, held at Helsinki, the real results, aside fron occasional

rhetoric and the demagoguery of bloc politics, could hardly have been

more disappointing. The second event of that kind is to take place in

Madrid in November. If Governments continue to view sumnits like these

as opportunities to assess their strength and to win Pyrrhic diplomatic

victories vith no positive impact on the life of peoples, even though

the signatories of the Madrid act be equal to or greater in number than

those of the Helsinki Act, there is little for Europe in particular and

the world in general to expect from the European Conference en Security

and Co-operation. The international community wishes that Conference to

meet without this balance of dread, a false balance of fear, as a backdrop

for the talks. The international community knows that since the Helsinki

Act was signed there has not been one moment without specific reports

from all sides of a lack of compliance with what was there agreed to.

Furthermore, in the time between the Helsinki and Madrid Conferences,

deplorable events have occurred as evidence of the intention of the great

Powers to resist any significant change in the international order in

which they enjoy a privileged status.
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Summary of a Communique of the meeting of the
of the Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the Stc
of the 'Warsaw Treaty \j\ \

Committee
tes Members

The Committee examined questions concerning the Madrid Meeting of

the Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe, and the proposal

to hold a conference on Military Detente and Disarmament in Europe.

The participants favoured an intensification of contacts and of the

dialogue aimed at ending the arms race and at extending detente to all

areas of the world. In their view, the current complex ̂international

situation enhanced the importance of the Madrid conference, at which

they hoped viable measures would be adopted for intensifying co-operation

in the economic, scientific, engineering and environmental fields with

particular importance being attached to co-operation on energy questions.

(The Ministers favoured convening an all-European conference on energy).

In addition, they advocated the development of a broad and unobstructed

trade exchange, industrial co-production, co-operation in the field of

agriculture ̂ transport and scientific research. The Ministers noted

that the achievement at the Madrid meeting of real progress in

strengthening detente, consolidating security and developing co-operation

in Europe is of special importance, and they could support

the proposal to hold regular meetings of this kind - the next to be held

in Bucharest.

With regard to convening a conference on detente and disarmament in

Europe, the States represented at the meeting reaffirmed their approval

of a stage-by-stage approach. The first stage of the deliberations

should concentrate on confidence-building measures and the next on

agreeing to measures aimed at lowering the level and density of military

confrontation in Europe. The Ministers supported holding such a

conference in Warsaw.
'-f--̂ "'̂ -̂ '"•*.'*> '' • : ' ' • -•".-•'•'— '-> --••• - - • - • . - - •-.-.-.• - . . . . . - - - • . -^

,..-,. Satisfaction was expressed regarding the practical discussions

'.,,.,:.,- between the USSR and the USA and the Ministers expressed hope .Jpr the

success of these discussions, which could constitute a step in the

direction of eliminating the threat of a nuclear war in Europe.

A.Fouracre/jb
5 November 1980
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Letter dated 23 October 1980 from the Pefiranent_Representative
of Poland to the United Nations addressed to the Secretary-

General / /

Upon the instructions of my Government, I have the honour to transmit to you
the communique of the Meeting of the Committee of the Ministers for Foreign Affairs
of the States Parties to the Warsaw Treaty, held at Warsaw on 19 and
20 October 1980.

I should be grateful if you would have the communique circulated as an
official document of the General Assembly, under agenda items hQ and 50, and
of the Security Council.

(Signed) Ryszard FRELEK
Ambassador

80-257̂ 7
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REFERENCE:

Mikhail D. Sytenko
Under-Secretary-Genera
and Security Council

Madrid meeting on Security and Co-operation
in Europe

One week before the planned opening of the second review
meeting on Security and Co-operation in Europe, the preparatory
talks for that meeting are still going on in Madrid. After eight
weeks of uninterrupted deliberations, agreement has not yet proved
possible on a precise formulation of tne main items on tne agenaar
and partioaidirly oil the manner in which tney are to be considerea.
Western countries generally insist on an extensive review of the
implementation of the Helsinki Final Act since the previous meeting
in Belgrade, while the Eastern countries want the main attention to
be focused on further steps to be taken towards advancing security
and co-operation in Europe.

At a recent meeting in Poland, the Foreign Ministers of the
Warsaw" Treaty countries stressed their readiness to contribute to
maintaining a positive climate at the conference in Madrid and to
achieving "practical agreements on the substance* nf +•*"=* *«=^ues tg_
"h<=> fl i Tycugĵ edfrT They also underlined tne special importance which
they attach to the attainment of an agreement to convene a conference
on military detente and disarmament in Europe. The Foreign Ministers
of socialist countries favoured measures aimed at the development of
co-operatioji in the field of economy, science, technology^ energy
and environment, and at the implementation of the Helsinki agreements
in the area of culture, education, information and contacts. They
expressed conditional support for the organization in the next
2-3 years of a -nn i rd r-gr-E i^^t-ing and for the proposal by Romania
to hold such meeting in Bucharest.

Western coun tries, while favouring a detailed discussion of
the extent to which the Helsinki agreements have been implemented
so far, are also interested in using the opportunity provided by
Madrid to overcome the difficulties which have arisen of late in
connection with the full implementation of the Helsinki Final Act.
They favour the ideal of a European conference on confidence-building
measures and disarmament. This interest is partly reflected in the
lintention of tne wesT^erman Foreign Minister to attend -M-na r>pgnin<^
part of the Madridf Conference . Other cQunt-.rjgg wTiirh arc- exected
Co-be represented at the foreign minister^ level during the initial
ctayg or tne conference include Austria Canada, Cyprus, Greece.
Italy, Norway, Romania, Spain, Switzerland"! Turkey^ and Yugoslavia.
although decisions are not yet final. T"he United States will be
represented by the former Attorney-General, Griffin B.~*Bell.

Page 2. ...



It is generally agreed that the Madrid Conference will
last approximately 12 weeks, from 11 November to 19 December
and from 27 January to the middle of March 1981. The first
week will be reserved for general statements by the Heads of
delegations. The order in which such statements is to be
delivered will be established by draw. It is anticipated that
a message of the Secretary-General will be presented immediately
af-t-ia-r -H-io 9y.aning nf -hTie Conference DV an otticiai ot th6 h6s't
country.

It is expected ,that an agreement on the Agenda and the
organization of the woffi of the Conference will be achieved
in the coming day^ and that an invitation will be sent then
to the Secretary-Generajn ~̂
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NOTE FOR THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

I enclose for your information the draft of a possible

message on the occasion of the opening of the CSCE Review

Conference scheduled for 11 November in Madrid. The draft

was prepared by Mr. Sutterlin, and seen by Messrs. Buffurn,

Urquhart and Buch. Mr. Buffuirt found it particularly well

written. Mr. Urquhart suggested certain minor changes which we

have incorporated with the exception of one in the first

paragraph where we have retained two alternatives.

As you know, it is not yet clear whether the Review

Conference will actually be able to start on 11 November in

view of the still existing political difficulties. No

official invitation has therefore been extended to you at

this stage and Ambassador de Pinies felt that no decision

is likely to emerge before Monday. If an invitation is

received on Monday, it is intended to ask Mr. Cottafavi

to represent you at the opening and to deliver your

message.

The World Federation of United Nations Associations

will also hold a NGO Conference from 10 - 12 November in

Madrid with the theme "Towards promoting the implementation

of the CSCE final act". They have requested a message, a

--draft of which is enclosed for your approval. We felt,

however, that this should only be done if you in fact send

a message to the CSCE Review Conference. Since this will

probably not be known before Monday, the WFUNA message

could not be dispatched before themwhich I explained to

Mrs. Wiener from WFUNA'i off ice in New York. A

G. Mautner-Markhof/ob^//
7 November 1980 / Xj

/



MESSAGE OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL AT THE OPENING OF

THE CSCE REVIEW CONFERENCE, MADRID, 11 NOVEMBER 1980

. ̂ . -
•*••• :•!-,•

Five years ago in Helsinki, at the opening ceremony of

the summit Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe,

it was evident that a period of great opportunity was starting

for this continent. A process had begun which could affect the

v^-lifes of all Europeans through the reduction of long-standing

barriers and the freer exchange of resources and talents

throughout the continent. Despite certain setbacks, progress

• undoubtedly has been made in these five ensuing years towards

.-"'the realisation of the Final Act's objectives. Measures have been

'taken to facilitate commerce and transportation to co-ordinate

environmental programmes and to encourage educational and

scientific exchanges. Travel between many countries of

Eastern and Western Europe has expanded and private and

official contacts have increased. Reunification of families

has brought great human benefits. I am especially pleased that

the Economic Commission for Europe and UNESCO have played a

role in these developments. Most importantly, however, the

principle of non-use of force in international relations

.̂--.contained in the Final Act of Helsinki, as in the United

Nations Charter, has been honoured in Europe during these

five years.

as they come together for this Review Conference, "̂ ;"C:'
V%~

the Helsinki signatory States have just cause for serious concern.
• ^ .:.." . . • - - . - . i . • - * - - . . - - - .

New-conflicts have erupted in other parts of the worl<3?. : -.
- • r"--

j-- ..

Confidence has been eroded. In the midst, of this worsening x-Jf̂ ;̂

international situation, it has become increasingly evMent .'.;

that security and co-operation in Europe are not immune from " ' ; « - _

the effect of insecurity and strife elsewhere. I have repeatedly •

-••̂ ®&£-~~_ TiAt.-vV? « . •••. * ~- -yfyv .̂~ ••̂•i., 't--̂ rj.f-' ' ,~ " -••,-" " ' •

^̂ Ŝ̂ ^̂ ^̂ K̂Ĵ ^̂ ^̂.• V- * L.'•"-•'.-'v"t= ":"frr̂ :̂~i££Wi-"'Ĵ Ŝ̂ : ̂•'̂.-̂•~'~-.'Sfê^

.̂ ;̂  :̂ f£*S^&& icsifeiî ilfe:
:-':S.~^'-->:'^-\: .-:•:-,-. ̂ XrVI^Jv*'^ -:̂ ':"̂  "''•'.-',":.̂ %r>-''-' ':- " ~^:^fj-
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emphasized in the past that enhanced co-operation among the

wealthiest and most developed nations in the world can and must

contribute to the development and well-being of less fortunate

regions. Now it must be added that unless greater social and

political stability is achieved in these areas, detente in Europe

may be in j eopardy. "

^"1 would suggest that there are two steps which the States

.•.̂',:; ; - signatory of the Helsinki Final Act could take to reduce this

•̂ ••/:;v ••'••' danger. First, they could resolve to co-operate, as a community

:.4̂>>;*••'-;*"'-'••" ''"•«•of developed countries, in bringing about the global development

•'̂ ~~'- which greater economic equity requires. I am fully convinced

•̂ K̂'j •'••'"'•"• ••'-•••;- that this is an interest shared by developed States with

~-vv̂ l"->, ..-.-- - free-market economies and those with centrally planned economies.

*?;?**• Close consultation among them could result in more effective

:;'•'"'• programmes for developing countries and in improved understanding

among themselves. Thus, there could be double dividends.

:,̂~- ', Secondly, it could be of great potential benefit if the

"';•-; Helsinki signatory States would together examine the implementation

c-£s*-*of their declared intention to conduct their relations with all

.other States in the spirit of the ten principles with which the

Act of Helsinki begins. The objective must be to apply the

,,:.̂.::.̂ .̂ experience and knowledge acquired in Europe to the conduct of •'.. -.-:

>•':':?'*%.;••&>:•?. relations in areas where comparable stability still remains to be

^̂ ^̂ âchieved̂ and;where the countries of Europe and North America t̂ gff'

~̂>v3s?5y*v.-̂ i _„ ̂ important roles. Such a broad regional effort to'"strengthen
'. *f&vT?i'-*if'r tj.' •„-;-. •"_-" ..,,--.y ,-f. '• ' > . . - • . .. *"w--«.-i' * . - . . ' - , ' I. • , - ' * • • — ...rj

L^ \r* -.-.A. • . • -- I, . . - • '. ' V^* ••>•»;. , , , . ....... -i.. - -ĵ L & ,-'. „, .,«• L'^ -•y-.V**'
1'*- " • ' - jl"_!».. —

^security would complement the continuing?efforts 'î "̂

would be lasting r̂/̂ '̂̂-'.-

.̂-̂:-̂:̂"i[ ~"~-

about 'the

race on

unfortunately,
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•̂ t̂ V;^̂ 'XT..-Vj have contributed so greatly. I therefore particula

l̂ f̂̂ S'.̂r;̂  "t̂ the initiation of new talks between the Soviet Uni

now amounted to 5oo billion dollars annually. The nations

represented at this Conference account for approximately 80%

of this huge amount. How can confidence be nurtured when

suspicion is "reflected in such an enourmous destructive capacity?

How can the world prosper when so large a share of its resources

allocated.to ,an unproductive end? The countries of Europe

North.America^bear^the primary responsiblity to reduce

this burden on security, on development, on co-operation, on

the very future of the civilisation to which these same countries

ticularly welcome

Union and the

^̂ V̂f:̂ ;̂ ™:̂ .-united States in Geneva dealing with medium-range nuclear
~̂fê :----- /.- .,:•- •

""•—-<-• • •' weapons in the Europeanarea. I also listened with satisfaction

the many suggestions made during the General Debate of the

'current session of the General Assembly that the present Review

Conference should agree on the holding of a European disarmament

conference at which broad confidence-building measures or, as ... .,

"some delegations put it, "military detente", could be discussed.

We must hope that these developments will prove fruitful and

"provide a momentum that will lead to success in the negotiations

hich have been long .underway in Vienna on mutual force reductions".

..̂ l̂ *̂/-'•£:"•:-A-. .-.-and'elsewhere on treaties banning all nuclear tests and

Ŝ̂ ^̂ ĝ .j.-̂; prohibiting chemical warfare. . .;•."„..;'..>._ ''.'.".'..-. '

• depends on a common recognition that important "'*Jl|̂l$p

^interests are shared and that they-outweigh divergencies" in 7̂ 5̂f̂ i

<L..~^4-i~~^-i "objectives.-When such "̂""recognition was"'achieWd" "in"! ̂ "̂  :~~

-'ft'f̂ Vwbrld as a'whole is "obviously very complex." Yet',"*I am deeply "̂ ££ĝ :.
V̂ -ilc.- "''"n** f* /̂ "rt TT 1 T% /̂ O f3 -̂  V* -3 -̂  T t*\ '̂̂ T̂ * Ŝ  & \̂ in C* f̂  •» 4- -i ̂^ r* £ Tn ̂  T ^ "̂» ^ f-m -u. * ŵ -. •«• t* f̂  -C f̂  •*-> f̂  «J -w* • —.t:̂*,. • "*"*'-'
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- — All would profit from a more equitably developed world;

.•̂^̂&
" "

would gain if the arms burden were reduced in a
balanced fashion;

— All would be better off if armed conflict and terrorism
were absent;

— All share.the common aim of survival when total
destruction has become a possiblity.

At the present time, recognition of the communality and

priority of these interests is obscured and distorted by

containing regional revalries and conflicts, by the increasing

resort to force, and by the heightened suspicions thus engendered.

Let us be quite clear - disparity in national interests is

likely to continue as long as States exist. We must expect

political, ideological and economic competition to persist.

What is essential is that those -differences be dealt with as

elements of a dynamic world order in the context of common

interests. This, I believe, is the underlying assumption of

Helsinki and it is applicable to the global community.

Peace is never secure without the continuing efforts of

all the parties concerned. If the achievements of Helsinki and .

j£.x.-.'•'•-•, •" °f the ensuing five years are to endure, there must be a '•-.-?•

":"C'̂;: •'." '. • continuing, dynamic growth of mutual understanding and of the

'•'•.̂ •'•--'̂  communality of interests. Stagnation would mean retreat. This ,;
;,

.r̂ ^̂ ^̂ t̂̂ f̂  meeting clearly "signifies that the will to continue the CSCE " ;

'.-.•;£;•"'"•'' '":.'';, ' process is strong. In this the world can take hope even as it

recognizes that your deliberations take place under the shadow

of dangerous world events. This gives your efforts particular -; i..
ŝ -yfK*-*?- Vc""--' '• ' " ' • • - ' ' -"'*- ^ .** "^V

i. I am confident that they will be encouraged by the . ";?

hospitalityJof .Spain and by the inspiration of this areat"/̂
«*te«*.<-.-'~v."-~*£« ,̂3«,ss>£,<,- • .-.. • -.;•. .'•-v.̂.y>̂  *,-. .•••;.•,.;.•..• - '-. .• .;:.-:% ^̂ -̂
I .city. .Spain, ;in its history, has. been a discoverer,:,* "

As host for this/fĵ P _.

^Conference, it is helping to chart a hew course for Europe which, -.

continent
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Le 10 uovenbre 1980
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C'est avcc lo plus haut intCret quo j ' ai r.rio
connaissajiCft do I1 important document sur la libertc
ce conscience et de religion cue vous aver, aclrcssil
au>> Chofs d'etat cles pays signatnireG ce 1'cictc
final cio la CoufSreiictj d'Telsinht, fct ccr.t voua
avea tc-nu a zviO fc^iro parv£:ii.r un exerriplaire. Je nc
dcute pas que ce toxte <j*lnfireux ne retienne toute
I1 attention des of:lc<ju$E a 1:* Conference dc Madrid
ct je ti'.;-i\3 S vousi reiiiorci^r tr^.s vivoneut <ic nc
1' avoir

Votr^i SaittUita salt toute 1' importance ou'ac-
cordcnt loc Natior.s L'nies S la dSfcxiso clos droits
de 1'honmt;.' partout clans Ic iPonOLe et peat <?tre assurfic
uc touto ma sympathie pour les nobles fouto d6finis
dans son nessage. Cor.rr.e voas I'avies soulignS dans
1'a.l locution cl'uno inspiration si 61e.v£e qvie vous
avie^ pronoiicco" 1' annee dcrniere devant 1'Assertbleo
g£n£raie, la promotion, la defense et le respect
dec droits dc la personno isumftinc se situcnt au
cocur r.GriO dcs efforts dc notrc Organisation pour
£tablir un rr.ondc dc justice et clc pair-: pour tous lee
bonnes. Vouo avctz bicn vculu r.otcr cans votre
docuraent le r61e capital joud a ce propos par dcs
toxtes aussi fcr.da^nentaux quo la Declaration Uni-
versollo dog di-oits de 1'horaie ct le ractc Inter-
national sur les droits civigues et politiquos qui

notnniTient le fJroit ces r^erconncs 5. la
"*

^ dcs pens^Cj, de conscience at de reliaion.

Le Paoe Jean Paul II
Cit6 du Vatican
Rone

"r-.'



Vo;u; pcuvci'. Ctro: assurG quo pour inn r a r L , jc no
raar.cuorai j enrols do Ofiployer le:c plus arands
efiiorts j:eri:oriricla four contriLuer rar rvon action
publiquo, cva uans rp.es aivcrs contacts ciir'loir.ati
c-u respect do la perscnne humixine.

Ln vous reint-.-rci^nt dos vocu?: quo vouri o.vc-?.
EonviuKTis pour lo succos O.Q r-a cifficile mission
e-j service- dc la corr.iunaute intornat.ior.^lo. jc
vous prit:, trca Enint-Tcre, cVa-rrr^er 1 ' «-xrrcssioa
dc r?a trea haute et tros rcsc-cctuevise consideration

**>* -

., i Kurt ',;aldlieira

- > /,/„ ' I
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S3 CABSP V
•NEWYORK (UNNY) 12 2350 GMT

ETATPRIORITE C
RAIMUNDO PEREZ-HERNANDEZ
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
CSCE-CONFERENCE V
MADRID <SPAIN) j \

MBP0909-11 (
I WISH TO CONFIRM THAT THE SECRETARY-GENERAL HAS DESIGNATED

MR* L. COTTAFAVIr DIRECTOR-GENERAL OF THE UNITED NATIONS OFFICE
AT GENEVA? TO REPRESENT HIM AT THE MADRID CONFERENCE ON SECURITY V
AND CO-OPERATION IN EUROPE AND TO DELIVER AN ADDRESS ON HIS
BEHALF *

HIGHEST CONSIDERATION. (
RAFEEUDDIN AHMED
CHEF DE CABINET
UNATIONS NEWYORK

COL CKD > \ '
-11130028 "• '-:•• *'
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